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It’s autumn in New England and Luis goes out into the countryside with his
camera, hoping to photograph something beautiful. It’s not long before he finds
what he’s looking for. There, against a distant, still mostly green hillside is a mixed
stand of trees with all the intense colors of fall. He raises the camera and shoots.
Next day he makes a 20 by 30 inch print of the picture, mats it, frames it, and a
week later sells the result to his local bank, which hangs it in the lobby. It’s new
and it’s beautiful, so a few customers stop and look at it for a second or two. To
some extent it raises in its viewers an emotion similar to the emotion that made
Luis raise his camera in the first place. But next time the same customer walks
through the lobby he may merely glance at the picture. It’s still beautiful but the
jolt he got from the initial impact is gone. The image stays on the wall and
continues to be beautiful, but doesn’t travel with the viewer as he walks on.
In his book, Poetry and Experience, Archibald MacLeish pointed out that the
impact -- the meaning -- of good poetry isn’t in the words themselves or even in
the images, but in the interstices between the images. The images dance with
each other, speak to each other, and speak ultimately to a part of the reader’s
inner existence beyond conscious examination. For a marvelous example of this,
read Dylan Thomas’s “Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night.”
And so it is with effective street photography. In order for a street photograph to
be effective the images in the picture must dance with each other and speak to
each other. If that happens, there will be meaning in the interstices between the
images that the viewer can take with him, not necessarily as a memory but as an
addition to the significance of his own life.
A picture of a street is not street photography. In fact, street photography has
absolutely nothing to do with streets. I suspect the reason the genre got its
unfortunate name is that in the early days, when people like Andre Kertesz and
Henri Cartier-Bresson started shooting pictures that captured meaningful
unposed interactions between people and between people and their

environment lenses and film were slow enough that you almost had to be on the
street with good light to make your pictures.
Effective street photography usually doesn’t slap you in the face with its beauty as
a landscape might, or with its importance as a record of some significant event
might. Unless the picture contains some striking action, you may look and then
move on. But the subtle connection an effective street photograph makes with
your psyche goes beyond beauty or significance and becomes a part of your
contact with and comprehension of human experience. Effective street
photography is poetry.
Unfortunately, there are street photographers who think they’re shooting the
poetry of street photography but instead are shooting doggerel. The picture of a
guy eating quietly at a restaurant’s outside table is street photography, but unless
the subject is interacting significantly with a second person or there’s something
in the surrounding environment that impinges on him in a significant way, or
there’s something in his expression or his posture or his manner that transmits
subtle meaning, the normal viewer’s inner reaction is “so what?” There’s simply
no meaning the viewer can take away beyond the fact that a guy is sitting there,
eating.

This kind of shooter mistakes conventional meaning for the kind of ambiguity at
the heart of truly effective street photography. More often than not if the
meaning of a scene is clear the result is reportage, not effective street
photography. In a street photograph there’s usually a story, but in the most
effective street photography the meaning of the story isn’t entirely clear. Instead
of handing you an answer the picture raises a question and gives you a sensation
you can’t quite put your finger on. The result is a riddle your own psyche has to
resolve. And that’s the real source of street photography’s power. You must be
the one who resolves the riddle.
If it’s a really good street photograph you won’t be able to resolve the riddle
consciously. There will be any number of possible answers. You can pick one, but
the alternatives will still be there, within reach, and you won’t be able to ignore
them. On the other hand, your psyche will find an answer, and in the process
subtly increase meaning in your life.

